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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Counselors and psychologists are in the business of helping 
people learn hew to solve certain kinds of problems more adequately. 

--John D. Krumbpltz, Revolution 
in Counseling 

As man moves through his life space, he is continually confronted 

with a voluminous variety of problems with which he must learn to cope* 

According to Mcwrer and KLuckhohn, "A13I.living organisms tend to preserve 

a state of.... internal consistency... .CTheylJ tend to go into action and 
p to remain in action until the source of their activity is removed." 

This process cf behavior, which results fraa sane stimulating condition, 

either internal or external or both, and continues until sane state of 

equilibrium is restored, is common to all organisms and is called the 

process of adjustment.3 When one^s internal consistency j_s disturbed 

by problems or conditions stemming from emotional or personal determinants, 

the organism seeks a way of restoring ine equilibrium. When a counselor 

is consulted concerning such difficulties, it is hoped and justly expected 

Ijohn D. Krunfcoltz, (sd„), Revolution in Counseling: Implication 
Q-f Behavioral Science ( Res t on : Houghton Mj.x. I in oO», l^oSj, p. 3. 

20 Hobart Mcwrer and C. KLuckhohn, "Dynamic Theory of Personality." 
Personality and Behavior .Disorders, ed. J. McV. Hunt .(New York: Ronald 
Press,pp. 69, 72. 

3l. v, Shaffer, The Psychology of Adjustment (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Co.",'3936), pp. 113-117. In "Roger W. Heyn"s, The 
Personal Adjustment (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966}, 
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by both client and counselor that such consultation will, in., seme way, 

bring about a state of equilibrium and adjustment for the individual. 

It is with this objective of adjustment in mind that the counselor or 

psychologist chooses his methods and techniques, situations and 

directions, and his short- and long-term gcals. 

Wliile the goal is adjustment, the process thereto is not 

succinctly established. It is with a great degree of variance that the 

counselor attempts to assist his counselees in the process of adjustment. 

Even if only for the sake of avoiding ambiguity, each counselor,must, to 

same extent, decide what methods he will employ, how goals should be set 

up, and how his work should be evaluated.^ 

Sigmund Freud spent much time and effort documenting psychoanalytic, 

cases in which there was a one-to-one relationship between patient and 

analyst.^ The idea of working with an individual face-to-face persisted 

over the years, with counselors giving little recognition to the social 

or group character of man with its contingent implications for counseling. 

Lew in, a social psychologist, focused his tninking in ohis area and 

became a prime mover in establishing the area of group work as a distinct 

specialty for counselors. He coined the term "group dynamics" and made 
6 significant contributions to both research and theory in the area. 

Though Levin died prematurely, he had built up a list of followers who 

1, ( 
^Krumboltz, op. cat., p. 20. 
5Sipmtnd Freud, "The Origin and Development of Psychoanalysis," 

American Journal of Psychology, XXI (April, 1910), l8l~2l8. 
6Kurfc levin, Resolving Social Conflicts (New York: Harper, 19^8). 
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continued his work. The idea of working with groups increased as 

counselors and psychologists began experimenting with group counseling 

sessions.^ 

As the field of group dynamics grew, an increasing number of 

counselors put sane form of group work into their counseling repertory, 

claiming that it was the natural setting for working with people„ The 

trend caused one writer to quip: "A modern counselor without a group is 
O 

like a Rogerian without a 'urmn. There still were many counselors 

who insisted that the process of adjustment could he best carried out in 

a one-to-one relationship. Arguments from each camp extolling the virtues 

of their own process were convincingly solid. The contradiction is 

obvious o 

7Pdul F# second and Carl Wo Bactanan, Social Psychology (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, l$6k), p. 1. 

^Marilyn fates, "The Fine Art of Groupsmanship or Surviving in 
G1"oup Interaction," Personnel and Guidance Journal, XLTII (December, 
1968), 381-38^. 
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PROBLEM 

Statement of the Problem. The purpose of this paper was to 

explore facets of the group counseling process and study its relationship 

to the individual counseling process in terms of effectiveness. 

Delimitation. This paper was limited to the resources of the 

Fresno State College Library obtainable during the school year 1970 to 

1971. 

ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 

This study attempted answers to the following questions: 

1. What factors would indicate the need for individual or 

group counseling where a client is involved? 

2. Is group counseling as effective as individual counseling? 

3. What methods may he employed to judge the effectiveness of 

the counseling jirocess? 

METHODOLOGY 

The major steps of the procedure were: (l) a review of the 

literature relating to the factors indicating fee need _i. oz individual or 

group counseling; (2) a review of the literature pertaining to the 

gff1ivcncss of group counseling as opposed to inu.ivid.nal couns'— ling^ 

(3) a review of several methods for judging the effectiveness of the 

counseling process; and (k) a statement of conclusions and recommendations 

based on the indications Of the literature, 



JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ST UDY 

Rogers gives a good discussion of many similarities and differences 

of group and individual counseling, but makes little reference to the 

relative effectiveness of either.^ Many other authors, cited elsewhere,^® 

have attempted such studies with varying outcomes. Litwack, Getson, and 

Saltzman state: "Efforts are being made to increase understanding of the 

counseling relationship, but there is much yet to do before counselors 
• 11 can speak with authority about their art and science." This study was 

an addition toward what must be done. 

DEFINITIONS OF THE TERMS USED 

Counseling. "A relationship in which one person endeavors to 
12 help another to understand and to solve his adjustment problems." 

Group Counseling. "Group counseling is a systematic mode of 

giving advice, opinion or instruction in the presence of two or more persons 
13 

for the purpose of influencing their judgment, their conduct, or both." 

9Carl R. Rogers, Client-Centered Therapy (1st ed.; Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951); PP* 286-291. 

l^See chapter III. 

-*-1 Lawrence Litwack, Russell Gets on, and Glenn Saltzman, (eds.), 
Research in' Counseling (Itasca, Illinois: P. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 
19687", p. viii. 

l2Horace B. English and Ava C. English, A Comprehensive Dictionary 
of Psychological and Psychoanalytical Terms (New York: David McKay Co., 
l95BTfpTT2T: 

13pvman Spotnitz, "Group Counseling Methods," Handbook of Counseling 
Technique^ efe. Ernest Haras and Paul Sehreltaer (lieu York: The Macallan 
Co., 19637, P- 178. 
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Counseling. "The situation in which a clinician or 

counselor hoicis individual interviews or sessions with a single client 
14 at a time." 

Counseling Probleras. A problem in need of counseling exists for 

a normal person "when he meets frustrations which he is unable to surmount, 

and when in consequence his situation becomes intolerable to 

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

Chapter II contains a review of the literature relating to the 

question: "What factors would indicate the need for individual or group 

counseling where a client is involved?" 

Chapter III contains a review of the literature relating to the 

question: "Is group counseling as effective as individual counseling?" 

Chapter 17 contains a review of the literature relating to the 

question: "What methods may be employed to judge the effectiveness of 

the counseling process?" 

Chapter V contains a summary, conclusions, and recommendations. 

111 John M. Eadley, Clinical and Counseling Psychology (New Y ork: 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 195^771^6547 

^ftercival M. Symonds, Principles, Vol. I, Dynamics of 
Psychotherapy (New York: Grune and Strattcn, 1956)> p. 2b. 



Chapter II 

TED3 QUESTION OF D4ELEMEMATI0N 

A client comes to or is referred to a counselor for a vast number 

of reasons. Mathews on felt that the client has four basic needs with 

which the counseling process can offer assistance. Hie counselee needs 

to (l) understand himself, (2) adjust to himself and reality, (3) relate 

himself to present or future conditions, and (b) fulfill his personal 

potentialities.1 Counseling is a method of bringing about adjustment and 

overcoming problems.^ To fulfill this need for counseling, the 

individual situation or the one-to-one ratio of client to counselor has 

traditionally been used. 

There has developed a recent trend where counselors . have become 

increasingly interested in group work. They were originally stimulated 

by the hope of saving time and money.3 In 1958 the United States Office 

of Education indicated that schools then needed twice as many counselors 

as were be~*ng hired.^ The rise in group dynamics rooGc;r ch ha& a lso 

^Robert H. Mathewscn, Guidance Policy and Practice (3d ed,; New 
York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 19SS), p. 15• 

2Charles H. Patterson, Counseling and Psychotherapy: Theory and 
Practice . (New York: Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 195977 PP* 3-8. 

3jobn M. Eadley, Clinical and Counseling Psychology, (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 195^*57 P* 22o. 

\ferle M. Ohlsen, Guidance in the Modem School (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 195b), p. lb7. 
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constituted another part of the counselor's interest in group counseling. 

Crutchfield felt that this growth in group research demonstrated "now 

crucial psychological variables can be dealt with experimentally in 

genuine group settings 

In discussing interpersonal relations which influence everyday 

psychological processes, Katz and Lazarfeld gave, persuasive evidence to 

support the idea that groups influence attitudes, opinions, and actions. 

The theory and research reported by these authors indicated the following 

as influencing factors : 

1. Benefits which cone to the individual who conforms to group 

norms. These are experienced in terras of satisfaction because of acceptanc 

by the group and achievement of desired status. 

2. The dependence of the individual on others for the definition 

of "social reality." That which the individual perceives as "reality" 

is determined to a high degree by what xs socialJ.y accepted as reality. 

3. Interaction among individuals works to promote common 

standards, opinions, and ways of behaving. 

k. Groups of people demand that the individual conform in order 

to maintain the status of the group. 

Katz and Lazarfeld concluded that (l) individuals in primary 

group interaction develop norms governing their interaction, (2) even 

the personal opinions and attitudes of the individual may be the results 

of interpersonal relations, and (3) attempts to change the attitudes or 

opinions of an individual which are shared with other individuals to whan 

^Richard 3- Crutchfield, "Social Psychology and Group Processes," 
Annual Review of Psychology, V (195M, 171-202. 



he is atu^i-d .Mil fair if the others do not agree with the change.^ 

Concerning pressures to uniformity in a group, Cartwright and 

Zander discussed several factors which cause similarities to arise among 

group members. ^ These authors also discussed the means by which groups 

exero power and influence® and the motivational properties within groups.5 

With the growth of group dynamics research has ccme an increased 

acceptance and use of group approaches in many psychological and guidance 

processes. This is evidenced by studies reporting the use of groups for 

the treatment of psychotics; for training doctors, nurses, and patients; 

as seminars with executives in business; in industry; in counseling with 

families in a casework agency: in penal institutions; with alcoholics; for 

marriage counseling; as orientation for counseling; and in educational 

settings.10 

Counselors and psychologists have been able to effectively profit 

frcm this growing amount of research in group dynamics. Group work in 

counseling has become an effective tool xor various situations and 

problems. 

When any given client cones to the counselor, the decision must 

6Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarfeld, Personal Influence (Glencce, 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1955), PP- ^'3-®5-

7Dcrvin Cartwright and Alvin Zander (eds ), Group D^aics 
(3d ed.; New York: Harper and ROT, Publishers, i960), pp. 139-lb_. 

^Ibid., pp. 215-232. 

^Ibid., pp. kO!-kl5• 
10p> uavr.e Wright, "Multiple Counseling: Why? When? HOT?" Counsels 

E. wayr.e - o- ) . . ed5 John F. McGcwan and Lyle ,D. Schmidt Readings in Theory ana FracMice, eb. Joji r * 
{New York": Holt, Rinehart and w mot on, In-., ^9 )> 
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be made whether to counsel him individually or within the group. If the 

only consideration were to save time and money, the counselor would be 

more likely pick the group situation. However, if the basic 

consideration is for the counselee and his individual needs, many 

facoors must be taken into account before the counselor places the client 

into individual or group counseling, 

INDICATORS SUGGESTING INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING 

Mahler offered the following as situations which would indicate 

the use of individual counseling: 

1. linen the client has a crisis problem that is very complicated, 
both as to causes and possible solutions. 

2. When confidentiality is highly essential to protect the 
client and others. 

3. When working through the meaning of test results in terms of 
one's self-concept. Individual tests can be utilized in groups, but 
they serve rather a limited purpose. 

k. When fear of talking in a group is so extreme that the person 
dees not seem to be able to get started in a group. 

5. When an individual is grossly ineffective in relating to his 
peers and sets off such a strong immediate reaction that the group 
is more likely to be rejective than acceptant. 

6. Whan a person's awareness and understanding of his own 
feelings, motivations and patterns of behavior are very limited 
or so complicated that he feels lost and unable to share in a group. 

7. When sexual behavior, particularly of a deviate nature, is 
involved. 

8. When one's need for attention and recognition is too 
extreme to be managed in the group situation. 

Mahler stated that he was not indicating that these considerations 

should never cc® up in a group, but that they are given as aids to 

help the counselor clarify his thinking concerning individual and group 

1 1 Counseling.^ 

•^Clarence A. Mahler, Group Counseling in the Schools (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 19^917 P* -1-0* 
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Hoboo suggested three types of persons as being detrimental to 

group counseling activities. They included (l) psychologically 

sophisj.cated persons who would use their knowledge of psychcdynamics 

cruelly on others, (2) extremely agressive or hostile persons who 

destroy the atmosphere of acceptance and freedom, and (3) persons who 

are continously in close contact outside the group.^ 

Bach offered four criteria for excluding persons from membership 

in group counseling. They included (l) persons with insufficient 

reality contact to effectively interact in a group, (2) persons exhibiting 

extremes of culturally .taboo or illegal behavior, (3) chronically 

dominant persons who monopolize group time, and (K) persons with 
p-s 

psychopathic defenses or attributes. 

Dye, referring to a limitation of group counseling, stated that 

clients talking with others in a free and open exchange of ideas, 

attitudes, feelings, and values is certain to result in sons degree of 

heightened so If-awareness and subsequent anxiety over the increased 

awareness. It was inferred that persons in group counseling need to be 

capable of handling the anxiety whicn may arise suddenly and pre/mtuioj_y 

for the individual.lU Ohlsen suggested the intermittent use of 

individual counseling for such clients who, because of the heightened 

12NicboIas Hobbs, "Group Centered Psychotherapy." Client Centered 
Therapy, ed. Carl R. Rogers (1st ed.; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951), 
pp. 312-315• 

13C-ecrge R. Bach, Intensive Group Psychotherapy (Hew York: The 
Ronald Press Co., 195*0* BP* I3"22* 

i20 Ailan Dye, Fundamental Group Procedures for School Counselors, 
eds. Shelley C.'Stone aHrB^"Shertzer~, guidance Monograph Series, No. 
2: Counseling, Vol. 9 (Boston: Houghton Mifilin Co., 190 ), p. 1 . 
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anxiety level, find they cannot discuss certain topics within the group. 

He offered a definite method aimed at enhancing the effect of such 

individual counseling for the counselee's interaction within the group.^ 

Johnson, on the other hand, stated that some persons can endure more 

anxie uy j.n the group situation than in the individual situation. 

Ohlson also suggested that extremely shy individuals would probably not 

derive as much benefit within the group situation.1^ 

Wright discussed some limitations of group counseling which may 

indicate the necessity for individual counseling for particular clients: 

1. The inability of some students to relate to the common 
element or problem, thus never really feeling a part of the group. 

2. The need that some individuals have to identify more directly 
and more closely with one person (presumably the counselor) before 
being able to relate to or interact comfortably with a group of 
pe rs ons. 

3. The probability that there is less warmth or closeness of 
relationship between the counselor and individual group members. 

h. A danger that the relative safety or anonymity of the group, 
and the expressions of other group members, nay lead some individuals 
to experience catharsis or disturbing insights too much or £go early 
to he adequately dealt with during that particular session.~ 

INDICATORS SUGGESTING GROUP COUNSELING 

In defense of the group, Wright offered several values of group 

or "multiple counseling" that do not seem to be experienced in 

Merle M. Ohlsen, Group Counseling (New York: Holt, Rinenart and 
Winston, Inc., 1970), PP* 121-122. 

l6James A. Johnson, Jr., Group Therapy A Practical Approach 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Rook Co., Inc., 1yoj), P* 3 

^Ohlsen, Guidance Services in the Modern School, p. 155* 

•^Wright, op. cit., pp. 230-231. 



individual counseling: 

,  .  -  - 1 - l i k e  se t t i n g  f o r  m a k i n g  d e c i s i o n s  a n d  c h o i c e s ,  t h u s  
e_rping in lyiduaxs to discover new ways of relating to others. 

G influences of peers through group interaction and group norms. 
The opportunity for free expression of opinions and emotions 

with less personal reference. 
The opportunity to give and receive support as a group member. 

Hoobs felt that group counseling had several advantages over 

individual counseling. Along with some of the ideas expressed by Wright, 

he added: (l) As a member of a group a persons learns what it means both 

to give and receive emotional support in a mature fashion. This new 

knowledge and skill can contribute to his feelings of self-worth. 

(2) Some persons find it easier to talk in a group. They find that it 

is acceptable to talk about one's problems and they learn how to go about 
20 the process of self-analysis. 

Mahler viewed the primary value of group counseling to be in the 

following areas: 

1. Learning to better understand a variety of other people, and 
hew others perceive things. 

2. Learning a deeper respect for other people, particularly 
those who are different in many ways from oneself. 

3. Gaining .greater social skills in talking and relating to peers. 
b. Learning to share with other people, expecially gaining a 

deeper sense of belonging iron particxpation in a group in which one 
is a respected and accepted member. 

5. Being free to talk about concerns, problems, values and ideas 
with others who are facing similar situations. 

6. Getting several people's reactions to one's problems and 
concerns. , . , . 

7 Finding supoort from a group of peers, wnich is oltsn c^ 
g-^eate1" value to a student than support from an interested adult. 

8. Giving each person an opportunity to spend more time with a 
counselor. , „ . 9 Being able to involve oneself rather slowly m the counseling 
process and to withdraw partially if a discussion becomes to threatenin 

^•^Ibid. 
20Hcbbs, op. cit., PP- 289-292. 
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10, Giving the counselor a chance to see clients in a broader 
and more active social setting than individual sessions provide."" 

Dye proposed several advantages of group counseling which related 

to individual needs. He stated that some piersons who voluntarily 

participate in group counseling do not avail themselves well to individual 

counseling. The group can provide a degree of anonymity such that the 

person feels less conspicuous. Closely related to this was the idea 

that the group setting allows clients to act more freely or naturally. 

Dye felt that, regardless of how unintentional, individual counseling 

causes the person to act as a counselee "should" act,. The group provides 

feedback for the client which is necessary for developing and validating 
22 his own self-images, self-perception, and self-concepts. 

Fenton, in working with prison inmates through group counseling, 

stated that for a person to benefit from group counseling he should: 

(1) desire help, (2) not have a problem too deep as to require intensive 

psychotherapy, (3) not be too dull, and (k) be neither too young nor 
23 

too old for his age group. 

• Jo hnson concluded that those who volunteer and exhibit high 

motivation for membership are the best bets because it is easier to help 

those who are experiencing problems and seek treatment on their own, than 

to help those coerced into caning to treatment by family or friends. He 

stated that the criteria for selection of group members should include 

hler, op. cit,, pp. 19-20. 

22Qye, op. cit., pp. 10-11-
?"? . a _ -rrfrTfiuft.i on to Group Counseling in State Norman Fenton, An Intra^^ P?int 

Correctional Service (San Quentm, California. 
Shop,"19571/ ?P* 132-134-• 
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such considerations as: 

1. Motivation for Treatment. 

2. Ego Strength. 

3. Anxiety Tolerance. 

U. Diagnosis of Problem. 
oh 5- Needs of Patient. ' 

povdennaker and Frank found that feelings of affiliation enhanced 

the quality of the therapeutic relationship with their patients. 

Therefore, selecting clients with common problems should increase their 

feelings of affiliation and the quality of the group interaction.25 

Ohlsen, in reviewing the literature concerning the best prospects 

for treatment in groups, found the following indications: Yourgsfcexs who 

can benefit from group treatment must have some capacity for insight, 

a degree of flexibility, desire for growth, and some early experiences 

in life with an authority figure who possessed steadiness, helpfulness, 

maturity and direction. Unless patients made an emotional investment in 

helping others, thay had difficulty making progress themselves. This 

ability to become meaningfully involved was related to a parson's ability 

to empathize '.•1th others, to delay £ratification of one's own needs, to 

form relationships with others, and to derive satisfaction frca helping 

others gratify their needs. K also found that persons rejecting group 

therapy after a brief introduction were more irresponsible, withdrawn, 

^Johnson, op. cit., pp. 85-90. 
2W-n=e B. Powdermaker and Jerare D. Frank Group. Kychotterapy, 

(Cambridge^ Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 191377 FP- 6(4$. 
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impulsivej and socially ineffective than those who accepted it.2^ 

In another work Ohlsen concluded that group counseling seemed 

particularly appropriate for adolescents, who have high needs for 

conformity, affiliation, and acceptance by peer group.2^ 

In a study of the characteristics of junior college male students 

who seek counseling, Bazik found that those who seek individual counseling 

score lower on tests of academic achievement and. ability than those not 

seeking counseling, but about the same as those seeking group counseling. 

They also carry more academic hours per semester, have higher aspirations 

to specialize, have more similarity with persons prefering "typically-

masculine" type jobs, and have lower economic and political values when 

compared to either those seeking group counseling or those not seeking 

counseling at all. It was also found that those students seeking group 

counseling have strongest interests for "typically masculine" type jobs, 

and the highest economic and political values, but the least interest for 

high level occupational specialization or academic achievement when 

compared to the individually counseled or the non-counseled groups. No 

differences existed between the individual, group, or these noc seeking 

counseling with respect to self-concept of job interest; personal 

adjustment; theoretical, aesthetic, social, and religious values; 

commuting distance; working schedule; or knowledge about counseling 
pQ 

services. 

260hlsen, Group Guidance, pp. 105-106. 

2^0hlsen, Guidance Services in the Mcxiern School, p. lV8. 

28 Marie Bazik, "Characteristics cf Junior College Male 
Anne i»ri. - - > n -se-rtati on Abstracts, XXX (January, 

Students Who S eek Counseling, i — 
1970), 2793-A. 
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Giant con&ucced a study of self-referred and other referred 

students coming to a student counseling center. He concluded from his 

findings ohat self-referral for counseling had a different psychological 

meaning for males and females. The males viewed their problems in more 

internal terms, while the females had mora positive preceptions of and 

expectations about counseling than persons referred to counseling by 

someone else.^9 

In separate accounts, Hallowitz^ and Morse. Gessay, and Karpe^ 

discussed cases from which they concluded that group therapy can be an 

effective tool toward overcoming resistance to individual therapy. 

Ackerman found that the group situation alleviates the strong resistance 

to therapy on the part of adolescents. He found that his efforts to reach 

beyond mere talk and reflect upon genuine feelings were contagious and 

motivated the adolescent clients to do the same with each other. 32 

Frequently, individual group members request private sessions 

with the counselor. Driver stressed the use of both individual and group 

29Charles 0. Grant, "A Study of Personality Characteristics of 
Clients Self-Referred and Other-Referred to a Student Counseling Center, 
Dissertation Abstracts, XXIII (December-January, 1962-3), 2201.. 

3°£manuel Hallowitz, "Activity Group Psychotherapy as Preparation 
of Individual Treatment," International Journal of Group Psychotherapy, 
I (1951), 337-3^7. 

Slp^ii^p Morse, Louis H. Gessay, and Richard Karpe,^ The 
Fffect of Orou'D Psychotherapy in Reducing Resistance to Individual 
S^fotSrapJ:A Zle Study, International Journal of Group Kghothorapy, 
V (1955), 261-269. 

^Nathan W. Ackerman, "Group Psychotherapy with a Mixed Group of 
Adolescents," International Journal of Group Psychotherapy, V (1955,, 
2^-260. 
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counseling v.xt.a a single client.33 V/arters agreed that a combination of 

individual ana group counseling may be very beneficial, but felt that it 

is not always necessary.3 r Lindt felt that members in a group should be 

treated as a whole and not given individual sessions in conjunction with 

the group counseling.35 Mahler, however, felt that there were several 

reasons why it may be advisable to combine individual with group 

counseling. He suggested that the counselor might seek such meetings 

when: 

1-. The counselor is perplexed about what is happening in the 
group, or when he cannot be sure how the members are reacting. 

2. The counselor is puzzled about the behavior and motivations 
of a particular individual in the group. 

3. There has been a hostile interaction between the counselor 
and a member that seems to have been motivated by factors outside 
the group itself. 

4. An occasional talk with the counselor gives members a chance 
to clarify their awn motives for being in the group.3" 

INDICATORS RELATED TO EN VIRONMENT 

In 1950, Ohlsen and Dewitt made an early attempt to isolate some 

variables that affected the possible success of group counseling efforts. 

Size, climate, type of problem attacked, the composition of the group, 

and the skill of the leader were suggested to be significant variables. 

Most of these items have been removed from the heart of the counseling 

33Eelen I. Driver, Multiple Counseling A S mall-Group Discussion 
Method for Personal Grovtal^dlson, Wisconsin: Monona Publications, 
195*0, P- 83. 

3\jane Warters, Group Guidance Principles and Practices (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 195o)7pO ±ti2-

35Hendrik Lindt, "The Nature of Therapeutic Interaction of Patients 
in Groups," international Journal of Group gychotherapy, VIII (1958), 

55-69-
^Mahler, op. cit., pp. 21-22. 
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process because they seem to be related environmental variables.37 

While most of these factors may not contribute directly to the 

succtos Ox group counseling, some do have an influence on the disposition 

of th- group. Research has shown that the individual member may be 

affected accordingly. 

The size of the group has an effect upon the individual. 

Schellenberg found that the smaller the group--considering four, six, 

eight, and ten.member groups--the greater the satisfaction of members 

with their experience within the group. This resulted frora the increased 

opportunity for each member to participate.38 Johnson stated that groups 

in size from four to eight members have the advantage of being large 

enough to dilute transference feelings and reduce anxiety while being 

small enough to provide for effective leadership and control.39 

Driver felt that the size of a group should be from six to ten members, 

with six being the optimum number. From her work she concluded that in 

larger groups only four or five people tend, to be active. People also 

feel less responsibility for participation and attendance in larger 

groups.^0 Mullan and Rosenbaum suggested that the group contain from 

seven to ten members. The minimum of seven was chosen because the 

number resembles the size of a large family and also provides for 

37M. M. Ohlsen and A. F. Devitt, "Group Counseling: A R eport on 
Ways and Means," Clearing House, XXIV (1950), .535 

38James A. Schellenberg, "Group Size as a Factor in Success of 
Academic Discussion Groups." Bsrsgectlves on the Gr^P g^cess, ed. C. 
Grattcn Kemp (Boston: Houghton MiffIm Co., 19®), PP- • • • 

3^Johnson, op. ext., PP* 81-103* 

^Driver, op. cit., p. c>3» 
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possible absences. Maclennan and Falsenfeld concluded that a group 

composed o± adolescents containing between eight and ten members created 

the hest situation. They felt that twelve was the size limit. They 

stated that for intimate material, four to six members was a more appropriat 
h2 number 

Where the group must reach decisions, Mann suggested odd numbered 

groups so that a majority opinion could be reached; in even numbered 

groups, by contrast, a deadlock of opinion could impede results.^3 

The composition of the group, although not directly responsible 

for success, is of concern to the counselor as he attempts to establish 

good therapeutic" conditions for the counselee. 

MacLennan and Felsenfeld, who felt that adolescents were usually 

freer to discuss their own personal problems without the presence of 

the other sex, suggested single-sex groupings. ̂  Driver, on the other 

hand, suggested equal male and female groupings unless there was a 

• a • ^5 definite reason opposing such a situation. 

Pcwdermaker and Frank concluded from their experience that except 

for alcoholism, none of the attributes usually considered in grouping-

age, intelligence, education, marital status, clinical diagnosis-were 

•Sush Kullan and Khx Rosenbaur,, 92Zt (•» 
The Free Press of Glencoe, 1962), p. l2o. , 

^"Beryce W. aad Nac^-i 
Psychotherapy with Adolescents (dew lor,' , o 
P- 70. 

Ihnn, ChanginS SSE <»» ^ 
Sons, 19^5), PP- 8U-85. 

hh 3 TT^-ioenfeld. °P* ci-fc*> ^* MacLennan and rels^niexu., 

^Driver, loc. ext. 
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significantly related in themselves for selecting those to be treated in 
I* £\ the same group. •° Mullan and Roseribaum were even more positive: 

We believe that total haterogeneity is the criterion for group 
membership, because this factor. . , .promotes the ongoing process of 
the group in very definite and desirable ways. Current research by 
the social psychologist Muzafer Sharif on the "natural group" confirms 
this belief, f 

Driver agreed that heterogeneity in background, culture, and personality 
U8 type is helpful to promote the therapeutic process in group counseling. 

Bach argued for heterogeneity to help patients gain experience in 

learning to relate effectively with different kinds of people. However, 

he cautioned against excessive heterogeneity: 

In general, we limit excessive heterogeneity by trying to^place 
a patient in a group where he can find at least one other patient in 
circumstances which are similar with respect to sens otner central 
phase of his own life. ' 

In this chapter the writer has attempted to offer seme indicators 

of implementation of either or both individual and group counseling. 

While each methoi has both strong and weak points, neither has been 

completely sufficient for all circumstances and clients. 

U6pcwdermakar and Frank, op. cit., p. 6°. 

^Mullan and Roseribaum, op. cit., p. 1-A* 

1+8 -  -r  Driver, loc. cit. 

^Each, op. cit., P- 2o* 



Chapter III 

TES QUESTION OF EF FECTIVENESS 

In our present state of research technology, it would be extremely 

difficult to subject a person to individual counseling and measure the 

results while simultaneously subjecting the same individual to group 

counseling and measuring those results. If this could be done, counseling 

research would indeed have a much more tenable position. Many 

methodological difficulties must be over com? .before such research can be 

accomplished.For instance, many theorists felt that it as unrealistic 

to believe that there is such a situation as individual counseling ao 

all. Kubie felt that no patient ccrnes to counseling alone, but with 

the influences of friends, relatives, parents, and others out of the 

past. As he aptly stated: "Six corporeal presences In the room may 

mean 600 ectoplasmic presences in the atmosphere.'2 

STUDIES FAVORING TH E GROUP SI TUATION 

One of the earliest experiments with which the writer is 

familiar took place at the Child Welfare Research Station of the State 

TT . .. . Tn-fl for the Food Habits Committee of the National University ox Iowa ior six. 
, . srecu1 stion as to whether a focd Research Council. There had been specula 

i " vm.kv Jr Thomas M. Kagoon, Warren T. Norman, and 
"Theodore VolsKy, ^ , ^ and psychotherapy (Minneapolis, 

Donald P. -Hoyt, 
Minnesota: University ox - _ 

p or c a "Some Theoretical Concepts _ Underlying the 
Lawrence 3. Kubie, Grout) Psychotherapies, 2®. i£Li±x~ 

Relationship Eetween^~ ^Gtherapy, VIII (1.958), 7-
national Journal cx_ x_E — 
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nutrition program for babies had been effective in persuading new mothers 

to feed their infants orange juice and cod liver oil as an aid to 

nutrition. Dana Klisurich, under the direction of Marian Radke, conducted 

an experiment to checx ohe effects of individual instruction as opposed 

to group decision as a persuasion medium. The individual instruction 

consisted of a welfare agent telling each mother all of the reasons why 

she should use the items and subsequently eliciting an agreement by the 

mother to use them. In the group decision the reasons were given and 

the mothers agreed among themselves to use the items. No s tatistical 

measurement was applied to the resulting follow-up study, but the authors 

stated that the results clearly suggested that those mothers who acted 

upon the decision made in the group process greatly outnumbered in 
3 

percentages the mothers who acted upon the decision made individually. 

Methodologically and statistically, this experiment was not very 

substantial. Still, it and many comparable experiments demonstrated 

group work to be a potentially powerful tool. 

Davis conducted an experiment designed to test the relative 

effectiveness of group and individual counseling. He divided an almost 

exact amount of counselor time between those students counseled individually 

and those students who participated in group counseling. Those students 

counseled in groups received twenty sessions, once each week over a 

Led individually received only two twenty week period.. Those counsex 
x . The measurement criterion was sessions in the twenty week p<~r_ 

n -x, found that both methods had a significantly 
citizenship benavior. Davis -ou 

" Grouu Dynamics Research 
3Kurt levin, Jl/end Alvin ZandeF~~(Nev York: Row, 

md Theory, eds. Dorwm -
Peters on and Company, 195^), PP* 



greater effect on citizenship "behavior than the control group, who 

received no counseling at all (.05 level of confidence). Statistical 

analysis also indicated that when the amount of counseling was held 

constant, for both methods, the group treatment had more effect than the 

k individual treatment. 

Speegle also did experiments with group counseling. His group 

of subjects consisted of college students on academic probation. He 

found that both high and low aptitude students when counseled in a group 

were significantly (.05) more scholastically eligible to return to class 

the following semester than those students either counseled individually 

or not at all.-' 

Duncan and Gazda conducted a study of counseling with the 

culturally deprived student. They offered a good resume of the 

characteristics of such students. As a result of their analysis of the 

significant content of group counseling sessions with culturally 

deprived students, they suggested group counseling as a means of 

stimulating these students to overcome the difficulties which they 

encounter 

Telford and Savrey observed that group counseling and psychotherapy 

'iginally used and justified because they saved tine. However, were or] 

Couns 
XXXVIII 

L. . ntp^x<_r+- grout) Guidance and Individual 
Donald A. Davis, J^ect o. ^ P ^ Guidance journal, 

isling on Citizenship phavior, £« 
III (October, 1959); 1^2-145. 

5 „ "The Effectiveness of Two Techniques of 
Philip T. Speegle, me * ^,^ + ion." Dissertation Abstracts., 

Counseling with Students on Academic Probation, 
XXIII (February-March, 19°3).» 

6 i neoree M. Gazda, "Significant Content of Group 
-r-n^v a nnncan and Geor0e 1 " Jack A. Duncan and George ^ Ninth Giade Students," 

Counseling Sessions with o YTTTI (September, 19^7), 11-16-
Ebrscnnel and Guidance Journal, Xblil 
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they Oxiered Ooher considerations in support of group counseling which, 

although centered around the parents of exceptional children, were 

pertinent to many situations. They fe.lt that the advantages of group 

counseling were : 

1. jhe group gives the parents emotional support, Groups of 
people with common experiences and similar needs feel free to express 
their feelings, attitudes, and beliefs. The group identification 
which typically develops as that of shared experiences and common 
feelings seems to lessen the individual's emotional burden. The mere 
discovery that many other reasonably normal and adequate parents have 
similar conflicts and frustrations helps many parents to put their 
own problems in a different perspective. 

P. In the group situation, parents educate each other. The 
typical group of parents of exceptional children have, "In toto," 
accumulated a tremendous amount of information about exceptional 
children and the resources available for their diagnosis, care, and 
treatment. They are able to save each other a tremendous amount of 
time, money, and emotional stress by exchange of information and 
experiences. All parents are generally more receptive to information, 
advice, and counseling coming from people like themselves than they 
are to the same information provided by professionals. 

3. Programs for action are more likely to succeed as the result 
of group endeavors than when individuals act alone. 

In agreement with. Telford and Sawrey, Hansen, Niland and Zani 

demonstrated tie effectiveness of peer reinforcement over counselor 
8 

reinforcement in a group setting. 

STUDIES FAVORING THE INDIVIDUAL SITUATION 

Cahoon conducted a study in which individual counseling was found 

, . ,, nnnrmpi ins. The subjects consisted of to oe more effective than gj-cup couns-n g 

forty-eight neuropsychiatry patients vho had teen referred for vocational 

training. The patients vere given verbal reinforcement for producing 

V _ , TWroc m qavrev. The Exceptional Individual Charles W. Telford and Jar.es M. Say y, 
(Englewocd Cliffs, V .  J.< Prentice-Ball, lac., W > ,  X 

8 - Thomas M. Niland and Leonard P. Zani, Model 
James C. Hansen, — Elementary School Children," 

Reinforcement in Group Counselor "(ppril, 19^9), 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, xvLvix v 
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responses judged to be "work oriented." The results indicated that when 

the experimental treatisent--verbal reinforcement--was applied in the 

individual se tting, it was more effective in producing work oriented 

responses than when applied in the group setting. An extraexperiroental 

result, suggested that the patients treated individually exhibited more 

awareness than those treated in the group,^ 

In 1963, Wright conducted a study in which he used individually 

counseled college students as subjects. They reported, immediately upon 

completion of the study, significantly greater satisfaction with their 

experience than did those counseled in groups. However, results of a 

three month posttest found much less reported variance in satisfaction. 

It is interesting to note that while the individually counseled subjects 

were having what they considered a more satisfying experience lhan those 

in groups, the dependent variable showed no significant difference between 

individual and group in terms of effectiveness. There were no significant 

differences in effectiveness for dissemination and interpretation of test 

data to students 

STUDIES DEMONSTRATING EQUAL EFFECTIVENESS 

In 1953, Bilovsky et al., recognizing the limited actual counseling 

time a counselor has to spend with counselees, conducted a study to 

investigate the effectiveness of group counseling as opposed to individual 

~~~ rcmnarison of the Effectiveness of Verbal 
V D. Ca^00^.nAriC^f^J individual Interviews," Journal of 

Reinforcement Applied, in Gz ou 112-126. 
Counseling Psychology, Mil (i9 6 J? 

Tndividual &nd Multipl© 
10E. Wayne Wright, "A c™paQte,w1„l,s.» Journal of Counseling 

Counseling for Test-Interpretation mt.rvi.ws, . 
Psychology, X (19°3)^ 126-13 
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counseling, They reasoned that if students in high school could benefit 

as much or more from group counseling, then the counselor's capacity 

would be effectively Increased. They used two experimental groups: one 

was counseled individually, one in a group. The students were subsequently 

rated as to whether they were better able to arrive at realistic vocational 

choices as a result of their experience. The statistical analysis 

suggested that there were no significant differences between the two 

experimental groups."1"1 This study was not the strongest in design, having 

no control group and lacking refined definition, but it gave a direct 

boost to the idea that counseling could be done effectively in the group 

situation. 

A later study dealt directly with the idea of increasing counselor 

capacity by implementing group counseling. Baymur and Patterson conducted 

a study using four different experimental treatments in an effort to 

assist underachieving high school students. The treatments were: 

I - Individual Counseling, II - Group Counseling, III - Motivation-

traditional pop talk, and IV - Control-no contact. The amount of time 

, • u. . n , 0n or, treatment I was approximately equal to the spent with each individual m treatment x ^ 
. +TOOtmf>rit II. The results indicated that time spent with each group in treatment; xx. 

• m.- over III and IV, but that the 
treatment I and xl made significa g 

v.,a mot Q-io-ni-ficantly different. The 
individual and group treatments we 

"hut Bavmur felt the results could 
basic design of the study was g . •> 

„ of> pua short term of the group x-w'-Q-i-iv° because ox su-x. only be viewed as tenoa^xvu 

Tosenh Shorr, and Stanley 1. 
UDavid Bilovsky, William ^J^V'^onnel and Guidance Journal, 

Singer, "Individual and Group Coues-l-n„, . 
XXXI (1953); 363-365-
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counseling--nine weeks. Results of this study were similar to those 

cited earlier by Davis in which the group counseling lasted twenty weeks. 

Results of the study by Davis found the group situation significantly 
J O 

more effective'on the dependent variable than the individual situation. 

Krumboltz and Thoresen performed a stimulating study in which 

they compared the relative effect of each type of counseling situation 

on the information-seeking behavior of students. They used two different 

approaches in each counseling process. The first, "Reinforcement 

Counseling/' based on the principles of operant conditioning, depended 

upon verbal reinforcement to elicit the desired response of information-

seeking behavior. The second process was titled "Model-Reinforcement 

Counseling." This method presented a social model who demonstrated the 

desired behavior. Both treatments increased information-seeking behavior 

where hoth individual and group counseling averaged equal effectiveness. 

However, through factor analysis it was found that the wale subjects 

experiencing Hcdel-Eeinforceirant were stimulated a significantly great 

amount by the group process, while the male subjects experiencing 

, •oooifirantlv creater amount by the 
Reinforcement were stimulated a sigr •>-* ° 

rru ^,+hors contented that the difference for one individual process. The authors carmen 
1 -nn - Tvhtter in one counseling process while 

experimental treatment workxr g 
in the ether process may have heen due 

the other showed better reoux 
effectiveness with each type of counseling 

to a disparity of counse_or 

~ T rvtt°r3on "A Ccmparison of Tnree ifetheds 
12Feriha Baymur and C. H. Pa — st^dentg/ Journal of Counseling 

of Assisting Underachieving iS 
Psychology, VII (L9O0)> U-J ° • 

•^avis, loc. cit. 
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situation used in the experiment.1^ 

The remaining research reviewed by the writer of this study 

maintained that there vera no significant differences between group 

and individual counseling effectiveness.1^ However, judging from the 

paucity of related literature, one cannot conclude that there is, in 

fact, no difference in effectiveness- This is particularly true 

considering the contradictory evidence of those studies cited. Again, 

some authors, notably Kruiriboltz and Thoresen and Wright, made reference 

to the individual differences among counselees which in their respective 

studies caused the results to vary. Tyler offered a gocd discussion of 

the vast complexity of individual differences,10 any combination of 

which could be encountered within any given client. With so-.•many 

individual differences as yet uncontrotable, no study or small number 

of studies, regardless of how random and beautifully designed, could 

"^John D. Krumboltz and Carl E. Thoresen, "The Effect^oi 
Behavioral Counseling in Group and Individual Settings on Information-
Seeking Behavior," Journal of Counseling ]^ygj]gj£§S> XI i1;04)* ->2<-->83. 

15Clifford P. Frcehlich, "Must Counseling Be Individual?" 
Educational and Psychological ^asuren^nt, XVIII C1^)' J581-689, see 
"also Vivian hT~Hewer, "Group Counseling, Iadivxaual 
r r  •  r r  J- m  ̂ 3,23.(1 CrUiKlcLXlOG d 0< -.T Da-; AAAV ±± 
College Class in Vocations, —r^g-pT-goy^ "An Evaluation.;of Group 
(May, 1959), o6C-iwp, Guidance," Journal of Applied 
and Individual Programs - lso gaorge L. Marx, "A Comparison 
Psychology, XXXIX (19p5)j ' m,. nf counseling with Academic 
of the Effectiveness of Two (November-December, 1959), 
Underachievers," Dissertation AoL__—>unselino- with Low-Motivated Male 
2lbk; see also Joseph Mezzano,M ^ of ^ Uses of Counselor Time," 
High School students --Comparative • u 1968), 222-22k; see also 
Journal of Educational Research, Fffpct':veness of Group-Counseling, 
Er?5r"E7"StSaSy7_',A"'Comparison of the^a^escent Boys uith 
Individual-Counseling, and -"r-Jjlayrt- (,+ XXII (July-September, 1961), 
Adjustment Problems," Dissertation nbstraC-s, 
^91. 

r .. nf Human Diffsrences, (3d e^-* > 
Ifiona E. Tyler, The 

Hew York : Apple ten-Century-Ci ox ls, 1-
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possibly hope to settle the effectiveness issue. 

Th_ wri i_e„ . p.g^.^eo with those who feel that the intra complex! ties 

of internal and external variables manifesting themselves in research 

with counseling require much more sophlsicated methods if we are to 

hope to resolve many of the issues confronting us.1? 

In this chapter the literature was reviewed pertaining to the 

effectiveness of individual counseling as opposed to group counseling. A 

few s tudies suggested either one or the other process to be the more 

effective, while the majority found no significant differences. 

17Volsky et al*j op- cit'' P* ?* 



Chapter IV 

THE QUESTION OF EVALUATION 

THE EFFICACY OF EVALUATION 

All social institutions or subsystems, whether medical, 
educational, religious, economic, or political, are required to 
provide "proof" of their legitimacy and effectiveness in order to 
justify society's continued support. 

This statement is particularly true of counseling effectiveness. 

Were the counselor investing more tins in substantiating the "legitimacy" 

of his work, his programs might not be one of the first to be cut back 

when educational finances diminish. 

Many authors have recognized this need for evidence supporting 

the expenditure of funds on counseling.2 Even if funding were no problem, 

there are other considerations. The counselor must determine the effect 

of his work in order to offer better services and information to both 

clients and colleagues. Such a task is not easy, but cannot be ignored. 

. +h« validity of the insights he has The counselor must constantly t-sx xn 
well fs modifications of old approaches if gained from new approaches as well as 

3 
he is to rationally improve his service. 

' 1 Q Evaluative Research (Hew York: Russell Sage 
Edward A. Suchman, ——— 

Foundation, 196?) > p* 2. 
o tofc.nn and Glenn Saltzman (eds.), 

Lawrence Litwack, Russe x . E ffeacock Publishers, Inc., 
Research in Counseling (Itasca, minors. F. b 
196b)Y p. viii. 

. T prank, "Evaluating Counseling 
Betty Besdell and Ro^rt L. r tteQ of ths Association for 

Effectiveness," in Experimental^^lc^search Guidelines for High School, 
Counselor Education ana Supervl., ' — "oxa.e;coation Beard, ly Th P-
Counselors . (tew York: ColleEs Entrance 
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It has been sxatc-d that counselors might feel secure in assuming 

there is a relationship between what they do and subsequent change on 

the part of the counselee. However, such "intuitive" knowledge is 

"inadequate for prediction and justification of one's techniques and 

procedures."^ 

Suchn»an made a distinction between evaluation with some logical 

or rational tasis without any particular systematic procedure and 

evaluation restricted to the utilization of scientific methods and 

techniques. He felt that the former was a more canmon sense usage which 

asserts the worth of sane activity, while the latter refers to those 

procedures for collecting and analyzing data which increased the 

possibility of proving the worth of an activity. Ha did not deny the 

tremendous influence of evaluation with a rational basis, but proposed 

that more use be made of empirical research techniques.5 

There are those in the field of counseling who do not favor 

evaluation in counseling. Thoreson and Kunce presented both sides of the 

,,. » 6 Van Dalen and Mayer . a.- -Prvrppc; within counseling, pro- and anti-assessmenb j.Oic«b *AUUAU 

, , . ~ m^tcorr.as of counseling essential to progress, viewed the evaluation of the outcomeo 
. ^ . n H»^rrintive, and experimental methods as the They discussed historical, aescnp.-ve, 

7 basic research strategies. 

. — James A. Saum and James L. 
Henry E. McDanlel, _ John » * ^ 3olt and Ccmpany, 

Gilmore eds., Read^gs in Guidance 
1959), PP- 279-260. 

^Suchman, op. ext., PP» 
V. rr Kunce. "Client Assessment 

Richard U. Tboreson and Journal, X1VXI (sorter-
Issues: A Perspective, —— " 
January, 1963-9), 271-21°- understanding 

behold Co.TV^TS- '176^. 
Educational Researcn V.- -
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Tyler has stated that "it car, k. , . , - n be. argued with SOB conviction 

that the basic evidence as to 1, £>--.ti^J.acuoriness of the service rendered 
is what the recipient things about it '* c;, . . , , y aoouo it. She pointed to the need for 

research into how the client experiences and feels about his visits 

with the counselor.^ 

SELECTION OF CRITERIA 

The choice cr. valid criteria against which to judge the outcomes 

of l^search presents difficulties to the researcher. Studying this 

problem, Forsyth and Fairveather found no universal criterion for 

evaluating therapy.^ Although a very wide range of criteria have been 

used in the past, Cramer et al. stated that in the social sciences, 

probably the major obstacle to productive research is the criterion 

problem. These authors listed four characteristics of a good criterion. 

The m inimal requirements suggested v?ere: 

1. It must be relevant to the concept under investigation; e.g., 
if the concept concerned is academic achievement, grade average is a 
relevant criterion, more so than, say, Scholastic Aptitude Test 
scores. .. . 

p a criterion must be available« In trying to predict 
f' A cr^t^ri - ^ wcuia probably a satisfactory 

vocational choice, occupation at age' ^ Jtudeats. Since it is 
criterion if it were available on hxgu sc^uv± * situations 
net available, It is unsatisfactory as • 

3. A criterion aoplied to criteria which are 
Criterion contamination is a .e .. predictors and criteria 

not independent of the predicto • c0ntains a built-in prejudice, 
are dependent on each other, th~ o ,y ld ^ the attempt to predict 
An example of criterion contamination 

fi Unrk 0f the Counselor (2d ed.; Hew Yorx: 
Leona E. Tyler, The Wor* ct 

Appletom-Century-Crcfts, P« 
» u Fairweather, "Psychotherapeutic 

°Ralph P. Forsyth and George . ^ journal of Abnormal 
and ether Hospital ^eatment Criteria: _ 
and Social Psychology, LXII (19&0> 
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science achievement using teachers' ratings as a predictor and the 
same teachers' gra3.es as a criterion. 

U. Good criteria need, to "be reliable. The methods and standards 
that apply to test reliability should also apply to criterion 
reliability. 

It is the responsibility of the parson doing a research study to 

specifically define and state his objectives and then to develop criteria 

to measure these objectives. The selection of measurement criteria 

cannot bo dona before the defining of objectives.11 Frcehlich,12 O'Dea 

and Zeran,0 Ihtterson1'1 and many other authors have indicated the lack 

of suitable criteria as the major difficulty or one of trie major 

difficulties in evaluation of counseling services. Yolsky et al. agreed 

with the importance of explicitly stated hypotheses concerning the effects 

of counseling. They suggested that the dependent variables or criterion 

dimensions, when related to counseling, would reflect the status or 

Changes in status of the clients on sca>e psychological attribute or set 

of attributes. The objective of treatment would typically be expressed 

as changes of specific variables effected in the client.1? 

"" . T TTerr Charles IT. Morris and Thorns 
^Stanley H. Cramer, ^^eicr (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 

T. Frantz, Research and the g.r; ..... . 
Co., 1270)> P- s9-

IWer, et al., cp. ext., PP. 89-92- _ 
. , "Toward More Adequate Criteria o 

12Clifford P. 
Counseling Effectiveness > ——~™ 
IX (l9'+9), 255-267. _ "Evaluating Effects of 

13 _ 0,Dea and Franklin E. -al-n' . (1953), 2W.-21A. 

-i-SS ah 2'-®= 

1UC. H. (I960), 270-27-
Personnel and GuxdaBh- —-- warren T. Norm 
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TliG U-j6 of C2Tj_"fc6rl O*! -? j t 

" I s  l n  : ' i i e  r e s e a r c h  o f  c o u n s e l i n g  

effectiveness has taken many directions. Kim and Ealinsky suggested 

the following major areas of study: (l) Reviews of the literature, 

(2) exp? evaluation, (3) follow-up investigations, (h) investigations 

using control groups, and (5) measures of "before and after." 

In an earlier work, Kahn and Maclean suggested eight major areas 

of research: (l) Generalized program evaluations, (2) evaluation of 

specific counseling tools and techniques, (3) evaluation by counselee, 

CO evaluation by problem type, (5) evaluation by faculty, (6) evaluation 

by m easurement of group changes, (7) evaluation through long range and 

follcw-up studies, and (8) counselor self-evaluation.^ 

Dressel reduced the number of methods to three. He classified 

all evaluation studies into these major types: (l) Appraisal of group 

development, (2) appraisal of individual development, and (3) appraisal 

1 ft by e xternal opinion. 

In i960, Brairaner and Shostrail identified four major categories 

in which evaluation of counseling effectiveness has been conducted: 

2 o?S.1cSSL."« about owes -Met 
took plswTin the process and his estimate of the progress rade 
tcward goo^ tesed upon close scrutiny of the verbal 

exoha^ynterview^hte^^on objective measures of behavior 

changes 

_ —~ ^ . „w Counseling and Psychology 
Milton L. BUB and 

(Englewocd Cliffs, New Jersey. 
^Tnnri f^nfiral Clinical Counseling 

^Milton E. Hahn and Malcolm S ^claan,_|n__ 
(New Y ork: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19?°)* P:C 

18 . parso^el Services in High School and College, 
Raul L. Dressel, Berson.- j,0> 

Chelations, JCCIX Iftbruary, 19? Therajeutic fsychology 
19Wence M. Braenmer and ®'e*° me., 19®)- »• iB-UST 

(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Preu 
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U3S CP EXPERIMEI'ITAL DESIGNS 

Campbell and Stanley offered the following foar classifications 

of e xperimental designs. The exposure of a group to the experimental 

variable was represented by X, while 0 referred to the process of 

observation or measurement of the desired effect. X's and O's in a 

given row represented the same specific person while parallel rows 

referred to randomly equivalent or matched samples of persons. Temporal 
PO order was indicated by the left-to-right direction. 

1. The One-Shot Case Study 

X 0 

Observations or measurements are made only after the experimental 

treatment. This is probably the weakest and yet most common research 

design. 

2. The One-Group, Pre-test, Post-test Design 

q x o2 

While this design does not permit on objective measurement of change, it 

dees allow that change may be attributed to the program being evaluated. 

However, five possible sources of "error" remain: 
rnav occur simultaneously. a. Other extraneous events ^ted„ otonge „ a result 

b. The effect may with or without 
o±* "h i alone, x*-> ? s ^ 
exposure to the experimental ^stitute a stimulus to change c. The "before" measure may constireu 
regardless of exposure. reflect time changes in measurement 

a fm,3 "affpr" measure may d. The ai^e unreliability-
due to fatigue or t t^rPuce statistical regression vitn 

Unreliability csay £ *" 
shifting values toward the mean. 

—  — q t a n i e y ,  " E x p e r i m e n t a l  a n d  Q u a s i -
20Donald T. Campbell and J* hing?« Handbook of Research on 

Experimental Designs for yssea.w Pvand Mdfelly and Co., 1963;, PP- 1(1-2-o. 
Teaching, ed. N. L. Gag3 (em 
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7he Static Group Comparison 

X Qq 
°2 

Two groups are compared. One has been exposed to the experimental 

treatment, the other has not. This design provides no way of knowing 

that the two groups were equivalent "before the experiment although 

selective matching may help. 

4. Pre-test, Post-test, Control Group Design 

0X X 02 
03 Oij. 

The classic experimental design. Two equivalent groups are set-up. 

Equivalence is best attained by random assignment to each group. A 

"before" measure is attained as the base line against which change is 

evaluated. The experimental group is exposed to the experimental 

treatment while the control group has no exposure. Then at tne 

appropriate time or tiir.es an "after" measure is taken. Stouffer 
.21 

presented this crucial design in another form. 

Before After 

Experimental Xq x2 d x2 1 
Y1 x1 d1 = X3-2 -- X1! 

Control X q * 2 

. -indicated by the significance of the The test of effectiveness is muicat- j 
a a Ideally, there is no element of fallibility 

difference between d and d 
^••pfPrfice= are observable must be attributable 

with this design. Whatever difference, ar 
g ource cxf* "D OssitoXc sirroi* 

to the experimental variable. However, one source _ 
* tup king the "before" and "after" measures can 

exists if the process of -
ui^-h the experimental variable. conceivably interact wiufl in- k 

American Journal of Soc^ol^Jgfj 
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In such situations, Sol err. on suggested a fifth design as an 

extension en one basxc experimental design. T'his variation would control 

for the interaction of measurement and experimental variables :22 

5. The Sol era on Four-Group BesjLgn 

Op X o2 
°3 ck 

D x 05 
°6 

This design controls and measures both experimental effect and the 

possible interaction effects of the measuring process itself. Where the 

interaction effects are highly important and where the experimenter cannot 

employ a four group design, it was suggested that a design such as 

number three be used. 

Various extensions and modifications of the basic designs were 
OO 2^r 

discussed by Van Dalen and Meyer and Suchman. 

METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS USED IN EVALUATION 

Foil aw-up study. Follow-up studies provide the counselor the 

'opportunity to collect information about practices and needs in such a 

way that a workable plan for change can be developed. Thio helps rel_evt 

onlelv upon, faith. Such studies can 
the criticism that he opera-.es sol-xy ^ 

flpwf>lotsr°at of students while in school 
develop criteria for the proper develop^ 

* 1 or- aft~r graduation. Hansen and Kerr offered the 
and also for development aib-r 

- . rtf Control Group Design, 00 «•» „ Tvtsnsioa ox 
2 Richard L. Sol anon, --^9),  137-150. 

Psychological Bulletin, XLi ( 
' •+. nn 253-28'v. 

23Van Daleu and. Mayor, c?' cx '' "F" 

2\suctaan, op. cit., PP- S6"102" 
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following procedural steps of the follow-up; 

1. Determine objectives. 

2. Define population. 

3* Seleco techniques for collection, of data. 

U. Interpret and evaluate data. 

5. Frescnt data. 

6. Implement change. 

They a lso illustrated a follow-up study and the instrument used for data 

collection.^ 

Various studies have been done of counseling effectiveness. 

Forgy an d Dlack conducted a three year follow—up of clients in an attempt 

to find which method of counseling—client-centered or directive—had 

produced the greater amount of counselee satisfaction. Tk~y found no 

significant differences 

Goodstein, in a five year follcw-up of counseling effectiveness 

with probationary college students, 'found nonsignificant difxerenceo 

between the experimental and control groups. Ho suggested that this oast 

„-p o-r traditional educational-sane doubt upon the usefulness Ox bri , 
• -i r rirT With the academic problems of college 

vocational counseling in dealing wi u 

27 underachieve rs. 

?[- . T fTa-rr "The Follow-Up Study. In 
James C. Hansen and Rkm*. f^glatlon For counselor Education 

Experimental Designs Committee o -
and S upervision, op. cit., PP-

o f  r , n Black, "A Follow-up after Three 
Edward W. Forgy * t l « journal of Counseling 

tears of Clients Counseled tj W 
Psychology, I (February, * • 1(»> 

27, „ „ oooa^in, "Five-year Ff^tPj^rSl of Counseling Leonard D. Good--em, students, — 
Effectiveness with Probationary Colleg 
Psychology. XIV (19°7)> 
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Watson found different results, A two year follow-up study 

indicated that tne group wiiich accepted counseling made definite academic 

gains over those wno refused counseling.^ In a twenty-five year 

follow-up study of 7cC people, Campbell found that those who had been 

counseled were significantly more successful academically than those not 

counseled.''9 

Questionnairos and inventories. Paper and pencil instruments 

are a popular manner of gathering data in the follow-up. However, Tyler 

pointed to possible research bias in this method by stating that there 

are certain social conventions which male a person, when asked whether 

or not he benefited from the service, more likely to "report an 

improvement than a decline."30 Edwards has recognized the influence of 

social desirability as a bias factor in client self-reports and 

opinions.3^ 
-  .  .  r . s  4 - V v - >* f ~  t h ®  x n " b© x* v i © w  " f c s c l i n x Q i i s  i o  There were those who insisted that xn- inweivj. 

, a x «iiows for more detailed and preferable to the questionnaire bec^u^e it all -
V . 32 Ox the other hand, there were those who 

exhaustive responses.-5 

,- at least as much data as the 
maintained that the questionnaire elicited at xea 

oq „. tt. -j-v-ttoa of Counseling with College 
Gladys H. Watson, An EvaJ^ yxxx (1961), 99'10h. 

StudentsJournal of 
— Pmmseled and Non-Counseled. 

2Wd p. Campbell, "Achievements tfC^ counseling 
Students Twenty-Five Years after Counseling, — -
Psychol cry, XII (1965), 237-293 • 

30 , .. Ipyl G J7 J. OO i CI W • .*4. 
31Allen L. Edwards, ''^f^^it^m^Sarsed," Journal 

of a Trait and the / 90-93-
£ Applied Psychology, Comparative Study of 

the failed Questionnaire an- ^ •_ ^ (March, 53 

Personnel and C-oidance Journal, Xkxx 



Despite oho limitations of subjective opinion, sane meaningful 

results can be obtained by use of these techniques. 

Schultz conducted a study to determine the difference of opinions 

of counseling services comparing those most counseled and those least 

counseled. He found that students who had received the most counseling 

had s ignificantly different and more positive attitudes in several areas 

than did those who received the least counseling. ̂ 5 

Holmes has developed an inventory called the Counselor Interview 

Rating Scale. Analysis of student opinion was the criterion for 

evaluating the effectiveness of counseling.-'^ Duncan developed a scale 

for the evaluation of residence ball counselors.37 

Linden, Stone and Sheriser have developed a student rated 

inventory for the evaluation of counseling called the Counseling 

(19^7), 5»H-553. 
3V Bruce Walsh, "Validity of Seli'-Eeport," Journal of Counseling 

Psychology, XIV (19^7), l8-23« 

James P. Du 
Residence Hall Couns^a.— -, 
**52462. 

^June Holmes 
Freshmen," Journal o 

35hSsrlin W. S 
Program," Fersonnel 
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Evaluation Inventory. They found the instruct to be reliable and to 

have congrvvwi t validity. They stated frcta their research that it was 

found to have continued usefulness in its present form with both high 

school and college students.35 Factor analytic studies of this instrument 

hy separate authors have agreed with the previous conclusions.3^ 

Luchins suggested an approach to evaluating the achievements of 

group psychotherapy through the use of patient appraisals of themselves 

and others in the group.1®0 Hoffman also offered a method in which the 

client shares part responsibility for diagnosis and evaluation of 

counseling. ^ 

jExport fudges. Without denigrating counselor judgment, it must 

be remembered that the counselor frequently has personal needs invested 

in the counseling relationship. Those needs ray serve to distort hj 

objectivity about client change or growth. Hill and Green offered a 

review of the research relating to this problem of personality 

characteris tics and counselor effectiveness I2 Allen and Whiteley 

offered research which suggested that cognitive flexibility and 

38 T. , qh^liev C. Stone and Bruce Shertzer, "Development 
James D. Linden, Sn-ll-y L rv*i«-«?elin<*.n Personnel and 

and Evaluation of an Inventory for Rating Counseling K 
Guidance Journal, XLIV (19°5)> 2o7- f 

cq . r npan Miller, "Comparison of Factor 
3°Ricliard F. Eaase an-. C. - m-iwi-fcorv." Journal of 

Analytic Studies of the Counse l ing  Evaluation Invito,y, __ __ 
Counseling Psychology, XV (19°3)^ 3°-' J 

to*b»te> S. Lochias, "An 
Of Group Psychotherapy, Journal ^ — —— „ 

"W Hofftan, 
Personnel and Guidance JourngA, -
' ; wfnvp Selection, Preparation 

George E. Hill <"/ S=fl= * 
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psychological openness are important factors to counselor effectiveness >3 

In a well-aesigned and detailed study, Watley found that 

(l) counselor® diij.ere& significantly in their ability to predict 

freshman grades; (2) predictions of judges tended to be highly reliable; 

(3) statistical prediction he3d up superior to clinical prediction; 

CO although no counselor beat the equation used for statistical prediction, 

many consistently equaled it; and (5) many counselors consistently 

predicted better than chance.^ 

It cannot be stated that the differences between accurate and 

inaccurate counselors are the concepts they use. Van Atta conducted a 

study to find distinguishing differences between the concepts and ideas 

employed by accurate and inaccurate clinicians. He found no significant 

differences o He stated that factors other than concepts used must 
bp 

determine counselor difference. 

Vingce and Antonoff conducted a study to find personality 

characteristics of good judges of others. The results, in general support 

of earlier research, indicated that good judges were well adjusted, 

introverted, self-controlled, tolerant, mintaised their worries and 
„ b 6  

complaints, and tended to 'fake good. 

_ - teley, Dimension^ of Elective 
Thanas W. Allen and Jo.. m. rLrrilq publishing Co., 19°^)* 

Counseling (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. K^rnix 
pp. 15-lib. 

bb «rou^salor Variability in khking Accurate 
Donivan u. Watley, Psvchology, XIII (19^) > 5 3-62. 

Predictions," Journal of — . 
, _ " j.- Unloved by Accurate and Icaccurat-e 

Palph B. van Atta, ; W (1968), 33S-3»5. 
Clinicians," Journal « Counsel^ -J--— Characteristics 

J. vingce <lsS8!< 
of Good Judges of Others, — ——-
91-93. 
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An alternative method to using opinion as a criterion with judges 

involves the ratings of courise3.ee change. Bardie studied the use of 

changes in ratings as a means of evaluating counseling. He found significant 

improvement on criterion variables of those subjects who had significant 

changes in ratings. While he cautioned that such an approach had problems, 

he s uggested that the change in ratings of counselee performance was a 

useful tool in evaluation.*1^ Arbuckle added that, when using changes as 

method of evaluation, he believed that behavior is a more valid measure 

of change than feeling. After counseling the client may "feel less guilt 

over cheating on his income tax, yet all the while he continues co cue at. 

In such a situation Arbuckle doubted whether the counseling could be 
1+8 

evaluated as effective. 

The use cf correlations between several independent judges of the 
1+9 

same material can help to improve reliability. 

Content-Analysis of interviews, fepinsky and Feplnsty Identified 

this method as "process" research. In this method the counselor with 

'-i o _-i ;,o+rfii'r-a"5 Xy records the complete interview permission of the counse.lee electron_caxj.y 
•+ + rrvo.-nTT"iJ-ten This manuscript can be studied by and s ubsequently has it typewrit.t-n 

+, , . - tve client and his progress. A problem with 
the counselor to evaj.uate t,.*e 

. t are relatively costly to prepare 
this method is that such manuscript 

- - -o evaluate. An advantage is that this type 
and somewhat time consuming. t.o 

iluating Counseling, 

„ Effectiveness and Belated Issues," 
S. Arbuckle, 1.30-1.35. 

ml of Counseling tS^j^SSL' * •J' 
1+0 .^Vpr op« Cit-, P* ' v a n  D a l e n  a n d  i v e y e r ,  ^  
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of CY&lus.t?-on permits c„,e courseXcr *bo precLic~b "blic occurrence of future 

events as a function of actual, mnipiOable , antecedent events within 

the counseling situation.5° 

Auld and Murray offered a succinct history of content-analysis 

and a survey of studies done prior to 195** in the area. Their review 

included methodological, descriptive, and theoretically guided studies. 

They concluded: 

The advent of sound recording of interviews, the widespread 
application of content-analysis methods, and the development of 
psychological theories such as learning tneory have opened up now 
possibilities for research in psychotherapy.-?1 

In a later review of studies between 195** a nd 19^-, liars den 

surveyed classical model studies including patient characteristics, 

therapist characteristics, interactional systems, analysis or contingent 

relationships, investigation or internal states, and pragmatic and 

semiquantitative model studies. Of these studies, Marshes concluded 

that they had resulted in little more than an initial thrust at a given 

research problem. Ee stated that more recent study trends suggested 

52 
that this pattern night bo changing. 

. j nnroocpd the counselor's 
Content-analysis procedures have xn,r.ased 

• n between the counselor and the client, 
understanding of the intera-os.a 

- of content research were presented by 
Examples of analysis of con 

, ,T pa-oinsky, Counseling ThgHZ. 
^Harold B. Fepinoty ?»****> 

and Fractho (Ecu Tor*: The Ho.nl „cmtent.Analysis Studies 

5W Auld, dr. and Edward J- ^ 377-395. 
or Psychotherapy," &±— ^ &!raicutic 

52Cerald fersden, 1X111 (M6S)' 
Interviews: 195* to 19»," £22^^ 



Moustakas and Schlalock9^ and Rogers.9^ 

Standardzed tss us « This procedure includes the administration 

of a;personality teat before and a.ftor counseling in an attempt to 

determine any changes which can be attributed to the counseling experience. 

A b etter approach would be to randomly assign clients to experimental 

and control groups within a research design.55 

A vast array of tests have been propagated for use in both 

clinical and research settings. The Mental Measurements Yearbook 

contains a review of standardized tests along with critiques of 

application and utility. It also includes bibliographies of research 

56 dons on each test. 

Although standardized tests have many problems, Goldman 

suggested that the counselor could still improve the results of counseling 

when using these tests. He suggested that the counselor spend more tfe. 

in test selection for the particular client involved xn order to 

provide the test possible interpretative data. Ee also stated that the 

counselor should devote more time to interpretation with the eounselee 

5Wl Moustakas and He,cry B. jL^h, 
Therapist-Child Interaction in P ay - • jj^^^-RotEbarg (Chicago: 
eds. Gary E. Stollak, Bernard Go C^\J> 0 

Pand McNally and Co., 19&°) * PP* 

V R. Rogers, Ĉlient of 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 19°^TV PPt" y 3 "The Case of Mr. Eebb. ihe 
Mrs. Oaks: A Research Analysis, personality Change, eda. 
Analysis of a Failure Case. university of Cnicago Press, 

_ an d Rosalind F. Dymond (Chicago. -
195't-), Chaps. 15 an^- ^' 

55Van Dalen and Meyer, op. cit«, pp. 2> 7 "59 

56 / •, s Th8 Sixth Mental ^asurements Yearbook 
Oscar K. Burcs, (e ^ 5^hc3"Fress, 19o?). 

(Highland Park, New Jersey. 
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and offered examples of tost irrberpretat i on * 

A1 though standardized tests are used in an attempt to observe 

personality change due to counseling, a factor important to change but 

difficult tc measure is motivation. Hill suggested the evasiveness of 

motivation measurement as one possible reason for the varying findings in 

counseling evaluative research.^® Haekett was more definite. He s tated 

that motivation seemed to "be the key to improving counseling.59 These 

authors and many others pointed to the need for improved methods of 

assessing motivation as an important step toward the improvement of 

evaluation in counseling. 

External objective measures« Hatch, Dressel and Cos tar suggested 

several measures in this area. Improvement in grades and adherence to 

plans were offered as criteria which could be used when the specific 

circumstances of each client were considered. Personal and social 

adjustment demonstrated by behavioral change vara offered as measures by 

which to evaluate counseling. It could also be evaluated by what these 

u evidence. This category included such authors referred to as statistical esi- -
w Of students seen each month, the average number of items as the number ox scua-nw 

„ tabulation of the reasons for coming to 
interviews per students, Ox t-x- -

60 the counselor. 

57 7 Tests in rounseling (Sew York: Appleton-
Leo Goldman, Using, 

Century-Crcfts, 19S1), PP* 20 "2 . „ 
58 -Motivation ana Acadenxc Counseling, £222 

Arthur H. , 447-453-
Counseling Psychology, XIII V.1-- -/> 

» Program oiT Counselin§ 
Wt E. «ntxonidX »«m <*» »«, 

Students on Probation, Porsonir-^ 
513"51°0 and james W. Costar, Guidance 

60n . „ tratch paul L. Dressel and o - Brcwr. Ccnpany 
»*—*• V-m -Jrool (Dut.ug.uclows: WixliM c. 

Lees in the Secondary —— 
EsEerST 1953), PP* 
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The authors and research reviewed in this chapter have suggested 

that evaluation of counseling services is a definite need. Futhermore, 

the indication was that corn on sense approaches do add to the 

understanding of counseling, out tend to he raore vaguely defined and 

susceptible to counselor diss than empirical research. The results 

produced frcia empirical research were seen as more indicative of the 

actual process and outcome of counseling. As Mouly Stated: 

The scientific method, interpreted broadly, constitutes the most 
systematic and generally the most adequate approach to the discovery 
of empirical truth. Empirical science augments, systematizes, and 
criticizes everyday experience. 

Chapter IV has reviewed literature in the area of research and 

evaluation into counseling effectiveness. The need for counseling 

evaluation was scon as vital. Judgmental criteria were discussed with 

several basic experimental research designs as one of the most 

scientifically sound approaches to evaluation. Finally, various methods 

and instruments used in evaluation were discussed. 

6l , ^ science of Kucatl^l Research, (2d ed.j 
George J. Lcaly, —r t crjo], pp. oj-uo. 

v  York: Van Uostrand Rsxnnold to., -Ji J> -



Chapter V 

SIM'ARY, COHCJ,USIONS, AMD RKCCMMBKBATIOKS 

SUMMARY A 1ID CONCLUSIONS 

Tbe purpose of this study has been to explore facets of the 

problem of effectiveness in counseling. The view was taken that 

effectiveness had to be dealt with in terms of the individual, not the 

institution. 

In Chapter II consideration was given to the factors indicating 

the use of either group or individual counsslingo It wa,s found chat 

authors in the field of counseling offered reasons why groups were 

beneficial, under what circumstances they could be implemented, and what 

types of counselor might or might not gain *rm interaction, there 

were elso authors who stated they would not emptor? rep counael-ng 

except in rare instances. 
r \ t r> csncemxxw group and individual Where information was available conceruxu0 b * 

situations, many good suggestions were offered relating to the relative 

effectiveness of each and the situations and clients which voula b 

. m r was agreed that group counseling was 
bandied by each. Generally it was ag* 

. n111s 0f a social nature were 
indicated when individual needs an 

i tvicit th« client needed to be able to 
involved. It was also suggested tna 

„ order to benefit from group 
ffiake emotional investments in ct -is 

as particularly relevant for 
counseling. This setting was se~u -> 

influence during this period, 
adolescents due to the power c. pe~ x , 

. . Oo individual counseling was suggested when 
The implementation of -duni 
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the client, vcuxd be vnolly incapable of interacting within the group or 

vhen he war- so ineffective or inept in relating with others that the group 

would prc~ublj ini vi ally reject him. It was also suggested that this 

situation could best handle such problems as extremes of aggression, 

hostility, attention needs, and sexual behavior„ 

Chapter III reviewed the question of counseling effectiveness. 

Some of the evidence related to this question either produced ambiguiou3 

results or was not too well-designsd or controlled. Those studies not 

suffering from these problems tended to report findings with no 

significant differences between individual and group counseling in terms 

CdT effectiveness. However, there did not seem to be enough research in 

the area to warrant a definite conclusion of equality. Much of the 

research studied the effectiveness problem only as a secondary 

consideration; e.g., one excellent study sought the effectiveness of 

behavioral counseling. Group and individual settings were employed, 

and n o significant differences were found between the two. Still, there 

regained several studies of effectiveness itself which found no differences. 

A few good studies found results favoring one setting or the 

other. 
Counts by the authors of the research reviewed generally implied 

that both group and Individual counseling settings could be effective 

if the proper circumstances and clients vera placed in them. 
_ TV was to review the need and methods of 

The purpose of Chapter 1^ 

evaluative research in counseling. 
4. • of criteria against which to judge the 

The problem of selection 
nisidered. Several basic research designs 

outcome of ccruaseling was cousin-
• of o-over uses, controls, and imitations 

were reviewed. A discussion of p- * 
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of these designs was offered. 

funy tools availaole to the counselor for research were reviewed: 

follow-up studies, questionnaires, inventories, content-analysis of 

interviews, standardized tests, self-reports, objective judges, and 

other methods have been found useful in counseling research and 

evaluation. When these tools are employed within an empirically sound 

research design with proper criteria for evaluation, the results found 

have a tenable position in the field of valuable evidence. Poorly 

designed research based upon partially formulated ideas adds very little 

to existing knowledge. 

The major conclusion of research on the outcome of counseling 

was that while problems exist, empirical researcn is this area is 

becoming an increasingly strong arm which the counselor should learn 

from and use for the improvement of the clients he serves. 

RECOIMFU'LDATIOHO 

In view of the varying strengths and weaknesses of group and 

Individual counseling, counselors should endeavor to give direct 

consideration to the individual differences of each client when deciding 

or when helping the client decide whether to choose the individual or 

group counseling situation. The counselor and client would be greatly 

• an 4- *n»v"e were more researcn to clarify tne assisted in this decision if there ver. m 
i. -nrHvidufl and group counseling. Such information distinctions between mdiviawi a a 

, v,-|iti-s a-nd disabilities of each situation to help 
about the separate abiliti-s anu 

n ,vv,pn -nroperly implemented, could make better 
a client reach his goals, wnen yrcp-r y 

j rr> the counseling time available, 
use of, and improve the outcome of, tb~ 

• • area is recommended. 
Continued researcn in th~s 



Research is needed which is aimed at finding the place of group 

counseling as a distinct speciality with its am rationale and 

implement o ions for effectiveness. In this view, group and individual 

counseling would he recognized as separate, though related, tools for 

counselor use rather than as merely different appendages of the same 

tool. The writer feels that such a division in viewpoint is essential 

in order that each counseling situation can he utilized to its fullest 

extent. 

It is recommended that research he continued to find improved 

methods of evaluation in counseling. The insights and understandings now 

produced are limited in their ability to account for all the data and 

phenomena existing in the counseling situation. Vast complexities of 

variables which are present during interactions between couoselci and 

client or between counselor and several clients used co he understood 

before optimum conditions can be presented to a client. 

In summary, it is the recommendation of the writer that 

counselors and researchers adopt a franc of reference which stipulates 

the group and individual situations as distinct counseling experiences. 

The individuality of each needs to be understood and taplenented. It 

is also recouKnded that client needs and individual differences ce 

. . ^ r, jiy0 mrf ^mentation of counseling for that the major consideration for cue 

individual. 
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